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RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

That WMO adopt the CLIPS Plan of Action described in this report.

2.

That WMO request the President of CCI to establish a steering group for the
implementation of the CLIPS Plan of Action

3.

That WMO identify resources for:
•

development of a defining document, and

•

carrying out an inventory of work in progress on the proposed CLIPS Tasks.

PLAN OF ACTION
The CLIPS project is a new activity within WMO. This report was
prepared at the request of Executive Council Forty-Six (June 1994) and a
summary is given below. The full text of the report is given in Annex 1. The
report is made up of four parts:

•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The

Vision
Objectives
Tasks
Initial Actions to implement this activity

11

Vision for CLIPS
Whereas

Important advances in climate services have occurred:
•

monitoring of the global climate system is now possible in near real time;

•

new opportunities exist for climate forecasting at selected periods and
regions; and

•

communications technologies available for distribution of climate
information are rapidly developing.

Whereas -

Information and prediction of near-future climate conditions will improve
economic and social decision making and support the goal of sustainable
development.

Whereas -

International cooperation is essential for each country to gain and share the full
benefits of knowledge of near-future climate conditions. This is because:

Therefore -

•

It is now better understood how local climate conditions depend upon
very large scale patterns of the climate system; and

•

transfer of technology in the area of climate information and prediction
services should be encouraged.

CLIPS has been proposed to use climate information and prediction about the
near future (monthly, seasonal and interannual conditions) in order to provide
the best possible climate services.

Objectives
The CLIPS project has the following objectives:
1.

To provide an international framework necessary to enhance and promote economic,
environmental and social benefits from climate information and predictions.

2.

To facilitate the development and strengthening of a global network of
regional/national climate centres, including commumcations and training; these centres
to act as a focus for the provision of climate information and prediction services.

3.

To demonstrate the value and ultimate socio-economic benefit of climate information
and prediction services, and the connection of those benefits with global observing,
monitoring, prediction and applications.

Ill

4.

To encourage development of operational climate predictions for periods and regions
that are feasible and directed towards useful, user-oriented applications.

Tasks
The following tasks currently define the CLIPS project:
1.

Timely generation and exchange of climate monitoring and prediction products.

2.

Inter-disciplinary and user-orientated studies to generate new applications of climate
information and prediction products, recognising the uncertainty of the information.

3.

Stimulate the use of sector specific climate information and prediction services.

4.

Strengthen the network of regional/national climate centres and their capabilities to
deliver effective climate information and prediction services.

5.

Establish the value and the potential of climate information and prediction services.

6.

Develop and distribute methodologies to maximise socio-economic and environmental
benefits using climate information and prediction services.

7.

Evaluate from the user viewpoint the utility of climate information and predictions.

Implementation
The CLIPS project will be implemented through the following initial actions:
1.

Establishing a WMO CLIPS steering group with CCI as the lead agency to:
•
promote the CLIPS-project
•
lead the implementation of CLIPS objectives
•
review the draft project plans
•
advise on the development of the project

2.

Conducting an inventory of work already in progress on the proposed CLIPS Tasks.

3.

Developing a defining document (project plan) that is:
•
drafted by a consultant
•
reviewed by the steering group
•
and that has acceptance

1.

OPENING

1.1
In his opening address the First Vice President of WMO, the Director of the
Australian Bureau of Meteorology, Dr John Zillman, noted the impetus that the TOGA
(Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere) project had given to scientific understanding of climate
variability on seasonal to interannual timescales. He also referred to the benefits that some
countries were now realising from exploitation of new understanding and ability to predict
aspects of climate variability. Dr Zillman specifically referred to the role of WMO in
supporting and coordinating the international climate research effort, in building the
infrastructure for observing the global climate system, and in the exchange of relevant data and
products. WMO was also supporting technology transfer in the climate area, especially through
products such as the Biennial Climate Review and the monthly Climate System Monitoring
Bulletin.
1.2
Dr Zillman went on to speak of the need to develop applications of climate knowledge
to improve planning and management of climate sensitive activities as an objective within the
World Climate Applications and Services Programme. He noted the need for National
Meteorological and Hydrological Services to develop services that are accessible and useable
by local communities and the need to build inter-disciplinary links for tailoring climate services
to meet differing community and industry sector needs. Dr Zillman then referred to the WMO
Executive Council request to the President of the Commission for Climatology to give a lead
in the area of Climate Prediction Services (CLIPS), the basis for this Meeting of Experts on
Operational Climate Prediction Services. In welcoming the participants Dr Zillman particularly
thanked the representatives of user groups, Dr Roger Stone, Ms Rae Moran and Mr Gari
Bickers, who had generously given of their time to participate and identify requirements of
climate prediction services as seen from the perspective of the users of such services. (The text
of the opening address is contained in Appendix 3.)
1.3
On behalf of the Secretary General of WMO, Professor Obasi, Dr Olsson,
representing the WMO Secretariat thanked the Australian Government, through Dr Zillman, for
inviting WMO to organise the meeting in Melbourne and for providing such excellent facilities
for the session. He thanked Mr Kininmonth for accepting to chair the session. Dr Olsson gave
a short account of the background to the meeting emphasising that the main task of the experts
was to provide advice on how WMO could and should play a role in the further development
towards operational use of climate prediction services. Dr Olsson suggested that the focus
should be on interaction between the producers of the service and the end-users and on the
development of a framework for delivery of CLIPS products.
1.4
The invited experts (a list of the experts attending the meeting is provided in
Appendix 1) agreed to follow the plan for the work during the session as outlined in the
Program (Appendix 2), recognising that necessary adjustments could be made during the
meeting.
1.5
Dr Basher presented a background document, outlining some of the major issues to
be addressed by the meeting (Appendix 4). He noted in particular the selective nature of both
prediction skill and user benefits, the need to actively engage users in the development of

services and applications and pointed to the importance of regular operations as a means to the
development of producers as well as of users skill. Dr Basher also reminded the participants
of related and ongoing development, e.g. the proposal for an International Research Institute
for Climate Prediction, IRICP.
2.

CONSIDERATIONS PRESENTED BY USERS OF CLIPS

2.1
The meeting reviewed current activities related to climate prediction services from the
differing experiences of the experts. This review of current services took special account of the
views of users and providers of climate prediction services. The presentations from the
representatives of the user sectors highlighted the different levels of application of climate
prediction information in the sectors of agricultural production, water management and
electricity production.
2.2
Dr Stone informed the meeting that agricultural production in north eastern Australia
is very sensitive to climate variability and is influenced by rainfall amount and the incidence of
frost. Crop and pasture models taking account of climate factors have been developed and
clearly show that improved decision making at the farm level can be achieved from existing
climate prediction services. This information is being applied in a practical way. Dr Stone
emphasised that there is scope for general climate prediction services as well as targeted services
for specific crop production systems. A summary of the presentation is contained in Appendix
5.
2.3
Ms Moran gave an overview of climate prediction services and the water industry.
She informed that water management systems in south eastern Australia have not, until recently,
been considered sensitive to climate factors despite climate variability being a factor in both
supply and demand. However increasing demand, constraint on the construction of additional
storage capacity, and changed pricing policies for water usage have raised awareness of the
potential value in the application of climate prediction information. There is scope for detailed
studies of the potential benefits of applying climate prediction information to water management
systems. The paper presented by Ms Moran is contained in Appendix 6.
2.4
Mr Bickers gave examples from New Zealand, where electricity is produced primarily
using hydro sources and fossil fuel. Climate variability is a significant influence in both supply
and demand and very limited storage capacity means that the system is highly exposed to
climate variability. Because of the high social and economic cost in the event of water shortage
in the reservoirs there is a high penalty from a wrong prediction decision. Climate prediction
information is sought on a routine basis, but the uncertainty of the forecasts, due to low
prediction skill at the latitude of New Zealand is a barrier to this application in energy-system
management. A summary of the presentation is contained in Appendix 7.
3.

THE CONCEPT OF CLIPS

3.1
Each participant informed the meeting on activities related to the issues in focus at the
meeting, i.e. the implementation of operational CLIPS and the potential role of WMO in these
developments. The views expressed form the basis for the formulated Plan discussed under 4,
below and are not included in detail in this report, but rather integrated in the Plan for CLIPS,

presented in the beginning and as an Annex to this report. A few specific issues raised in
connection with this conceptual discussion are however related below.
3.2
Prof Ogallo reviewed the organization and activities of ACMAD (African Center of
Meteorological Applications for Development, Niamey, Niger). Dr Masika and Dr Garanganga
informed of activities at the DMC's (Drought Monitoring Centers) in Nairobi, Kenya and
Harare, Zimbabwe respectively. WMO is closely associated with each of these centres but they
are primarily based on regional cooperation. The Centres have mandates for and carry out long
range forecasts but they also support research to understand climate processes, assess impacts
of drought, and provide a focus for training and development.
3.3
The African Centres are able to demonstrate achievements in the areas of staff
development, building of a climate information database for the region, and provision of a range
of climate prediction service products. However it is clear that the ability of the Centres to take
advantage of new developments in climate prediction is restricted in a major way due to lack
of access to trained manpower and basic resources, and to inadequate equipment,
communication and other infrastructure. This is despite recognition of the climate sensitivity
of the region and the high potential for beneficial climate prediction services. (Examples of
products from ACMAD and DMC are contained in Appendix 8).
3.4
Mr Moch presented some aspects of climate related activities in France. In particular
he emphasised that MeteoFrance has established a full network of 100 local offices to adopt
products and services to local conditions, e.g. topography, and to particular needs of the local
users. Each office has a staff of between 6 and 18. Furthermore, MeteoFrance has adopted
a very "cautious" policy and only distributes meteorological and climatological products that
include a "high content of information". As an example he gave that weather forecasts beyond
5 days are not distributed even though great efforts are made in research on medium range
forecast and climatological modelling.
3.5
Presentations on the potential for a CLIPS project were also made by Dr Basher,
Dr Ward, Ms Voice, Dr Nicholls, Dr Rodenhuis and Dr Julian. The meeting was briefed on
the likely outcomes from research that is in progress. The potential of climate prediction arises
not from timing and location of individual weather events, the scope of which is limited to about
10 days, but to averages over months, seasons and beyond which are influenced by boundary
conditions and possibly large scale initial atmospheric conditions. The atmospheric response
is more marked in the tropics but there are also some useful signals at different times of the
year in mid-latitudes. There is much work to be done to refine the General Circulation Models
for climate purposes and to develop applications from the outputs. However a lot of use can
be made of the present predictions and there must be more dialogue between providers and
users, especially in the development of applications and the building of user confidence in the
products.
3.6
In reviewing the status of existing climate prediction services and their potential for
development the participants recognised the fundamental importance of interaction between
service providers and users. Also, users in different sectors and locations have different needs
with significant benefits being potentially available from targeted services. Therefore, the
economic, environmental and community benefits from climate prediction services will come

about through providers and users, working in partnership, developing products that improve
routine planning and decision making.
3.7
The provision of climate prediction services relies on a framework of international
cooperation. The benefits from the investment in climate research and monitoring will not be
achieved without a systematic approach to the generation and distribution of global and regional
products that underpin the delivery of general and targeted climate prediction services. This
requirement puts an obligation on WMO to support coordination and cooperation and ensure that
Members have access to the necessary global and regional climate monitoring and prediction
products in a timely manner.
3.8
The value of climate prediction services will be maximised through better targeting
of climate prediction information to meet sector user needs. This will involve decision
modelling and risk assessment taking account of the potential use of climate prediction
information. WMO, in conjunction with other relevant UN Agencies, can play an important
role in maximising the value of climate prediction services of less developed Members through
support of such modelling and assessment in important sectors, through supporting transfer of
appropriate technology, and through support of appropriate staff development and resources at
the national and regional level.
4.

DEVELOPMENT OF A PLAN FOR CLIPS

4.1
After extensive discussions and thorough considerations of various options it was
agreed to present WMO with a PLAN OF ACTION FOR CLIPS and Recommendations relating
to the implementation of the plan. The Recommendations and a summary of the Plan are
contained at the front of this report and the explanatory text in Annex 1.
4.2
It was agreed that final editing of the Plan should be reviewed by those participants
staying for the early part of the TOGA Conference, i.e. a final version would be available by
noon 4 April 1995.
5.

CLOSING

5.1
Participants expressed their appreciation for the efficient and productive manner in
which the meeting had been conducted under the able chairmanship of Mr Kininmonth. The
local organisers were also thanked for having provided excellent working environment and
offered such warm hospitality.
5.2
It was agreed that the administrative report of the meeting could be finalised by the
WMO Secretariat after approval of the Chairman, Mr Kininmonth.
5.3

The meeting was closed at 17.00 on 31 March 1995.

ANNEX1

CLIMATE INFORMATION AND PREDICTION SERVICES (CLIPS)

The purpose of this document is to present a vision for
climate information and prediction services (CLIPS) as an
application project complementary to WMO/WCP programs
in climate research and climate data collection.

(wmo\newclips)
modified 4/4/95
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Climate Information and Prediction Services

1.

Introduction

Under the auspices of the World Climate Program, an Intergovernmental Meeting
(IGM) was held in April of 1993 in Geneva to improve coordination and identify resources.
It was the consensus of the IGM that the WCP should focus on four major Thrusts in the future;
the first one is:
Climate Services for sustainable development;
the others are: studies of climate impact assessments and response strategies to reduce
vulnerability; new frontiers in climate science and prediction; and dedicated observations of the
climate system. These thrusts has been affirmed in an integrated plan for the World Climate
Program: The Climate Agenda.
2.

The Opportunity

Climate applications have traditionally been defined as resourceful analyses of
historical climate data sets used to guide decisions for industry and commerce, especially in
agriculture, water resources, and engineering design. In addition, the direct application of
historical climate data has been used on a variety of tasks: to settle legal disputes, to estimate
design conditions, and to aid planning and economic development, to name just a few.
During the past decade there have been several important advances that have changed
the way that climate services are conceived. The first advance concerns three revolutionary
changes in the field of climatology and the delivery of climate information.
(1)

The improvement of communications and computer resources now permits
monitoring of climate anomalies in near-real-time - not only at land surface
stations, but also in the stratosphere, ocean, cryosphere, and throughout the
climate system.

(2)

It is now possible in a large number of cases to successfully predict the mean
conditions of the atmosphere and ocean over time scales of months to seasons
with a lead-time beyond the range of deterministic weather prediction (more
than one week).

(3)

New methods to rapidly distribute climate products and information by means
of global networks are now available to an extraordinarily large number of
users in government, academies, public media, and the private sector.
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The second advance is a new awareness that climate monitoring and prediction of
near-future conditions are essential information for commercial decisions and the development
of social policies. Near-future conditions are meant to include monthly, seasonal, and
interannual climate anomalies. Climate information is not simply an historical resource. Both
empirical and physical models for prediction present the decision maker with a probabilistic and
rational guide for future actions. In an increasingly competitive marketplace, and with modern
societies increasingly sensitive to environmental hazards in water resources, energy supplies,
and agriculture productivity, a knowledge of future climatic conditions is a key to successful
adaption, and in some cases, even survival.
The last advance is the recognition that international cooperation is needed to share
the full benefits of our knowledge and prediction of the global climate system. Specifically, the
data collected in each country of the world, in the oceans, and from satellite platforms is
required input for monitoring, prediction and the subsequent application that lead to socioeconomic benefits. Furthermore, a successful international research program (WCRP and
TOGA) has brought new understanding of the global climate system. The time has come to
complete the payoff from years of investment in several successful research programs.
Based on these changes, there is now an opportunity to redefine climate services as
the delivery of climate information using contemporary monitoring information, the predictions
of likely conditions in the near term future, and the application of this information to
agriculture, water resources, energy planning, natural resources management, transportation,
commercial applications, including retail sales, human health and tourism. A successful
program in climate information and prediction services will appeal to users in national and local
governments, academic research, the public media, in the private sector, and wherever social
and economic decisions are influenced by climatic variations and trends.
The redefinition of climate services from the viewpoint of the near-term future also
depends, nevertheless, on historical climate data sets to calculate anomalies and to construct or
calibrate prediction models. The traditional application of historical climate data will continue
to be an essential service to industry and society.
Finally, the development of practical climate information and prediction services
capitalizes on the success and the investment of the research community in WCRP projects,
especially TOGA, and on the operational data collection network, especially WWW and GCOS.
3.

A Vision for Climate Information and Prediction Services

Therefore, an international program to address climate information and prediction
services (CLIPS) is proposed with a vision to utilize climate information and predictions of the
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near future (monthly, seasonal and interannual conditions) in order to provide the best possible
information on future conditions that guide economic and social decisions to reduce risk and
improve economic vitality and the quality of life.
The changes described above in climate monitoring, climate prediction, and
communications have suggested this new vision that must also utilize environmental information
to full advantage in social and economic decision making. Finally, this vision is constructed
with the awareness that climate is a global concept and relies on international cooperation and
exchange of national data.
4.

Objectives

To achieve this vision the CLIPS program must address a limited set of objectives that
complements the major Thrusts of the World Climate Program as identified in the integrated
plan: The Climate Agenda. In particular, the CLIPS acknowledges the development of new
technologies for prediction arising from the WCRP programme. Furthermore, CLIPS
recognizes the important resources invested to routinely collect of climate data as identified by
GCOS.
Consistent with these investments and programmatic responsibilities, the CLIPS
programme addresses the following objectives:
1.
to provide an international framework to enhance and promote economic,
environmental and social benefits from climate information and predictions;
2.
to facilitate the development of a global network of regional/national climate centers,
including communications and training; these centres to act as a focus for the provision of
climate information and prediction services;
3.
to demonstrate the value and ultimate socio-economic benefit of climate information
and prediction services, and the connection of those benefits with global observing, monitoring,
prediction and applications;
4.
to encourage development of operational climate predictions for periods and regions
that are feasible, and directed towards useful, user-orientated applications.
5.

Linkages and Interfaces

The development of new methods and techniques for climate prediction beyond the
range of weather prediction is proceeding rapidly. The time scales of interest are usually
monthly and seasonal with lead times extending to interannual. Although these predictions are
still limited in skill and are currently successful only in limited geographical regions and for
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specific seasons, the CLIPS project recognizes the considerable potential of these predictions.
It is not the purpose of CLIPS to critically review this technology, but rather, to afford
maximum opportunity to utilize this knowledge to practical advantage. The linkage to new
prediction technology is important, and for that reason improvements in skill, lead time, and
range of application are encouraged. All these topics, however, are outside the scope of CLIPS,
and are simply acknowledged as an important interface.
Secondly, the CLIPS project relies on the timely flow of international weather and
climate data for climate monitoring and for development of near-real-time climate products and
information. This topic has traditionally been the concern of the WWW, and is of renewed
interest in the GCOS programme. The importance of these programmes are acknowledged, but
they also lie outside the scope of CLIPS.
6.

Project Structure and Tasks

Consistent with the objectives identified above, the CLIPS project is defined by the
major components listed below:
6.1

Timely generation and exchange of climate monitoring and prediction products

Near-real-time climate monitoring of the climate system lies at the heart of a modern
climate services system. A knowledge of current climate anomalies is the first step towards
prediction and the subsequent step of application of this information for socio-economic benefits.
Timely climate services require rethinking the methods of the delivery of
contemporary climate products. Adequate climate services have a global domain of interest,
and modern methods of communication must be employed to bring climate products and
information to the attention of a wide variety of users.
However, the delivery of climate products and services to commerce and government
also rests upon the applications of research results, as well as on an adequate data collection
system and data archive/access facilities - all of which are often taken for granted by users.
Therefore, in order to support these foundation activities, the communications and delivery of
climate services, especially the knowledge of current climate anomalies, is an important task.
6.2

Interdisciplinary and user-orientated studies to generate new applications of climate
information and prediction products, recognising the uncertainty of the information

Operational seasonal climate forecasts for selected seasons and regions are now
routinely available. Furthermore, experimental climate forecasts are also available from a
variety of sources, and many users are eager to use this new information, even when the skill
is uncertain.
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However, climate forecasts are distinctly different from weather forecasts. Forecasts
of climate anomalies are designed to cover a relatively large spatial and temporal region, and
the weather at particular points and at specific times may appear to contradict the climate
forecast. Furthermore, a climate forecast is not available for all seasons and locations. It is
usually presented in probabilistic terms. Finally, there are a variety of different physical models
and empirical analyses which can be used as alternative and complementary tools to construct
a single, integrated forecast.
For these reasons the users of climate forecasts may need some guidance in the
application of the forecasts to the particular problem at hand. Additionally, the producers of
climate forecasts will need input from prospective users as to appropriate type, content, and
format of climate forecast information. Thus, there is the necessity to work within each
economic sector and with managers responsible for water and energy, agriculture, transportation
and natural resources, and with regional and local governments to work out optimum methods
of integrating these new climate products with user systems.

6.3

Stimulate the use of sector-specific climate information and prediction services

The use of new climate monitoring products and climate forecasts applied to specific
industries and commercial ventures requires additional effort and encouragement. Specific
topics, such as drought and water resources need to be addressed, as well as specific economic
sectors of agricultural products, forestry, and fisheries; surface transportation of all types;
hydropower, energy generation, fuel allocation, power trading.
There is one aspect of interdisciplinary work that should be emphasized: the use of
economic models in conjunction with climate monitoring products and forecasts. The level of
sophistication of empirical economic models has reached the stage where they can be equally
useful to predict the consequences of government policy, or to estimate the impacts of climate
anomalies. The problem is that the links between climate anomalies and the economic model
are not established. However, as the capability of climate forecasting increases, the use of
economic-climate models will be a valuable next step in the interpretation of the consequences
of climate anomalies and as a guide for the development of policy actions.
6.4

Strengthen the network of regional/national climate centres and their capabilities to
deliver effective climate information and prediction services

Regional/national application centers monitor climate anomalies and prepare
predictions when feasible, and deliver climate applications using contemporary climate
information and predictions. In support of these activities, these centers also support the
exchange of international products between centers, conduct training, adapt new technology for
regional applications, initiate applied research projects, and provide feedback from commerce
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and industry on the efficacy of climate information and prediction products from international
centers. Furthermore, the use of climate analyses and forecasts for commercial applications,
or for planning and policy decisions is not a well-developed science. There is therefore a need
for linking the centers with mutual interests, sharing of data and products, developing new
products of mutual value, and performing interdisciplinary training of physical scientists,
agricultural specialists, social scientists, geographers and resource planners in order for them
to adapt new scientific findings to maximum benefit.

6.5

Establish the value and the potential of climate information and prediction services

A successful effort to develop applications requires an additional step beyond the
forecast itself to determine the value of these climate services. Therefore, a series of dedicated
studies on the impact of climate anomalies in different economic sectors are needed.
Subsequently, these results can be used to justify the commitment of resources and to guide the
development of further applications.
6.6

Develop and distribute methodologies to maximize socio-economic and environmental
benefits using climate information and prediction services

The use of climate information and predictions to establish future climatic conditions
will always be uncertain. Users need a methodology to make decisions that reduce risk and
mitigate against severe losses when using imperfect, probabilistic prediction information. On
the other hand, decisions that maximize the economic or community values would be considered
optimum. This task will develop the methodology for making optimal decisions with uncertain
information and will require multi-disciplinary capabilities in economics, decision theory, and
expertise in specific applications, as well as climatology.
6.7

Evaluate from the user viewpoint the utility of climate information and predictions

Information on future conditions must be verified, and the subsequent use of climate
information and prediction products for applications also needs to be evaluated from the
viewpoint of the users. Even perfect predictions may be useless to a user unless the information
is presented in terms and a format that is relevant to each specialized application. Therefore,
an important task of CLIPS is to establish the value of information on future conditions when
utilized in a practical application. This is not a one-step process; rather, the task is an ongoing
process of dialogue at the interface between the producer of the climatic information and the
user - in government, academe, private industry, and the public media.
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7.

Implementation

A brief review of the developments during the last decade has led to a consideration
of a new paradigm for climate services in the presentation of climate information and capability
in seasonal-to-interannual climate prediction. In partnership with users in government,
academe, public media and the private sector, a new effort is presented to develop applications
of climate services. This project is CLIPS - the development of climate information and
prediction services. It is based on a vision that socio-economic decisions would benefit
considerably from knowledge of contemporary and near-term future climate conditions, rather
than simply historical climate data. The consequences of this change in perspective brings new
opportunities for development of new applications, for developing climate information products
for immediate distribution, and applying this information to the economic and societal decisionmaking at the national and regional level.
7.1

Establish a WMO/CLIPS steering group with the Commission on Climatology as lead
commission

The task of the steering group is to promote the development of CLIPS and to
implement its objectives in collaboration with the WMO/WCASP Secretariat. The steering
group will review the draft project plan and advise on the future development of the project.
7.2

Develop the defining document (Project Plan) for CLIPS

With the services of a consultant or secondment under the guidance of the WCP
Secretariat, a Project Plan should be developed as a first item of business. The Plan will be
reviewed by the steering group, and used to develop a consensus through international
agreement.
7.3

Conduct an inventory of work in progress on CLIPS objectives

From the assessment or inventory of work in progress, a status report can be written
to evaluate the resources already addressed to CLIPS objectives. The report will be evaluated
by the steering group, and recommendations made to strengthen international commitments to
CLIPS objectives.
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The Scope of Climate Services

Climate Services may be defined as the regular, routine, dependable and timely
delivery of climate information and products, including climate predictions, analyses and data
for socioeconomic applications; and the application of basic climate research to current climate
analysis and prediction; and the monitoring and analysis of the variations in the climate record
of the global, geophysical climate system; and the development of new applications of climate
information for socioeconomic benefits. Climate services are delivered to national, regional and
local governments for the development of policy, for planning and conservation, to private
industry in support of business and commerce, and to the academic community for research and
education.
Regarding PAT A - The foundation of Climate Services is the national and global observing and
data collection systems for meteorological, hydrological and océanographie data, and the
construction of data sets which are quality-controlled and archived. These data must be
accessible in a form that can be readily applied to issues of commerce, natural resources, for
the development of policy and planning, for socioeconomic applications, and for basic research
investigations.
Relation to RESEARCH - Climate Services is the complement to basic climate research.
Climate services requires supporting research, while climate research benefits from derived
services. Climate services delivers operational climate products, data and information on a
routine basis, while climate research improves understanding through process studies and model
experiments that use routine observations and historical data sets. Climate services includes the
monitoring, diagnoses and prediction of current climate anomalies and trends, and also includes
the mission-directed, research-and-development necessary to incorporate new research results
into operational practice and to apply climate information to socioeconomic problems. Thus,
it enhances and complements the objectives of basic climate research: it derives new and
improved climate products from research investigations, and supplies data and contemporary
monitoring information back to the research community.
Role of APPLICATIONS - Finally, Climate Services supplies the climate forecasts, analysis
products, and current climate information, including historical climate data sets, for applications
that guide sustainable economic development, reduce commercial risk, achieve social benefits
and enhance the security of national health and wealth. With contemporary research results,
climate information and services are used to perform regular climate assessments from which
social and economic policies are developed.
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WMO PLANNING MEETING FOR THE
CUMATE PREDICTION SERVICES (CUPS)
SUB-PROJECT
New Chateau Hotel, Lonsdale St, Melbourne

Program
Tuesday 28 March 1995
10:00am
Formal Opening
Director of Meteorology, Dr John Zillman
Representative of the WMO Secretary General, Dr Lars Olsson
Introduction of Participants
10:30am
Coffee
11:00am
Overview - Dr Reid Basher
12:30am
Lunch
2:00pm
Perspectives
(i)
Users - agriculture, water, electricity
(ii)
Service Providers
(iii) Research and infrastructure
Wednesday 29 March 1995
morning
Perspectives (cont)
Summarise Status of Climate Prediction
Develop CLIPS Plan of Action
afternoon
Plan of Action (cont)
5:00-6:30pm Hospitality in Bureau of Meteorology, 5th floor
Thursday 30 March 1995
morning
Plan of Action (cont)
afternoon
Plan of Action (cont)
2:30-3:30pm Monthly Climate Review, National Climate Centre
Friday 31 March 1995
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Recommendations to WMO
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Finalise Report
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WMO CLIMATE PREDICTION SERVICES (CLIPS)
MEETING OF EXPERTS TO PLAN FOR CLIPS
HOTEL MELBOURNE FUNCTION ROOM, 10 AM, 28 MARCH 1995
Welcome by Dr J.W. Zillman
Permanent Representative of Australia
I am pleased that the Bureau of Meteorology is able to host this first Planning Meeting for the
WMO (World Meteorological Organization) Climate Prediction Services (CLIPS) project as part
of the World Climate Applications and Services Programme (WCASP).
I believe that there is a strong groundswell of commitment in WMO, as evidenced by the
discussion at the 46th Session of the Executive Council last June, to push ahead with urgent
action to build upon the past decade's research under the WMO-IOC-ICSU World Climate
Research Programme (WCRP) and implement an international system, under WMO auspices
and through the vehicle of National Meteorological Services (NMS's), for the delivery of long
lead climate forecasts to national communities.
It is, of course, no accident that your meeting is taking place in the same city as will next week
host the International Scientific Conference to evaluate the results of the decade-long TOGA
(Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere) program which formally ended on 31 December 1994.
I see it as essential, and I believe the EC saw it as essential, that the WMO "hit the ground
running" in terms of its commitment to translate the results of the decade of TOGA research
into useful services delivered by National Meteorological Services.
I certainly believe that we have an obligation to all those Directors of NMS's who supported
the WCRP Budget over the years to now deliver the pay-off; a pay-off in terms of useful
services to the global community but also in terms of national recognition of the value of
improved climate services which will, hopefully, translate into Government support for the
observing and other infrastructure which will lead to still further improved climate services.
Australia, like most other countries in the tropics and sub tropics, is significantly affected by
climate variability on the seasonal to interannual timescales. Of particular concern are the
extended drought periods that from time to time have a major impact on water supplies,
agricultural production and the welfare of rural communities. "Droughts and flooding rains"
are climatic extremes with which the Australian people are well experienced, but which continue
to have devastating effect. We are in one such period now. Loss of agricultural production
since the failure of the 1994 autumn and subsequent seasonal rains is valued at billions of
dollars. It will take many years to restore the depleted sheep and cattle herds to pre-drought
numbers.
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Scientific understanding of the meteorological causes of interannual and longer period climate
variability has progressed significantly over the past two decades. Of particular relevance is
recognition of the important role of the changing ocean surface temperatures in modulating the
energy input to the atmosphere and how the anomalous temperature fields can persistently
change the characteristics of regional atmospheric circulations and weather producing systems.
It is the weather systems and their control over seasonal rainfall that are of particular interest
in the development of prediction services.
It is to be hoped that next week's TOGA Conference will lay the scientific foundations for
improved climate prediction.
But already countries are benefiting from the huge investment in TOGA.
•

The systematic monitoring of the surface layers of the tropical oceans and the
atmosphere has confirmed many of the ideas developed through statistical analysis about
the controls over the global climate system and new insights have emerged;

•

The detailed measurements at the ocean-atmosphere interface and in the tropical
atmosphere have provided new data for research into the physical processes in the
atmosphere and at the surface boundary; and

•

The collection and analysis of detailed global data sets are providing the basis for
building global models for the dynamic prediction of future climate a year or more
ahead.

The international cooperation in climate research, including that under TOGA, has been
coordinated within the framework of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP), a joint
initiative of WMO, ICSU (the International Council of Scientific Unions) and IOC (the
Intergovernmental Océanographie Commission). Governments, through both their own agencies
and through support of university research, have made possible the development of the
infrastructure needed for climate research.
Much of this scientific infrastructure is supported by ongoing programs of the WMO. The
special observations provided as part of TOGA have supplemented and filled in the gaps of the
WMO World Weather Watch (WWW). The international data exchange of many of the special
observations has been carried out utilising the WMO Global Telecommunications System (GTS).
And the processing of global observations to produce routine climate monitoring products is
carried out at the designated WMO World Meteorological Centres.
WMO has been active in bringing to its Members the benefits from developments of climate
science. In 1985 WMO produced the first Biennial Review of the Global Climate System that,
amongst other things, provided a detailed analysis of the 1892-83 El Nino episode that had such
devastating impact in this country and other regions around the globe. The Biennial Review
was compiled from the contributions of Members and looked at both the science and some of
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the impacts of the inter-annual anomalies of the climate system. The series of Biennial Reviews
has continued and is assessed as being most valuable in transferring climate knowledge between
climate scientists, particularly those engaged in delivery of climate services.
For more than a decade, on a regular basis, WMO has been compiling from Members
contributions and distributing the monthly Climate Monitoring Bulletin (CMB) that summarises
analyses of current anomalies and their impacts. Despite the delay in publication and
distribution many WMO Members with limited independent capability have found the CMB to
be an important and sometimes the only source of information about anomalies in the climate
system.
For several years, the WMO Commission for Climatology has been addressing the important
problem of timely distribution of climate products from the main processing centres. The
limitations of the mail service are clearly recognised and the capacity of the GTS and satellite
broadcasts are costly to expand. There is however the prospect that technical limitations on
electronic transfer of products can be overcome and the Internet, if its capacity is not choked
through expanding demand, may offer a cost effective solution for making text, graphical and
pictorial climate products readily available to all National Meteorological and Hydrological
Services.
WMO has recognised that not only is there a need to support the development of climate science
and to support the development of the infrastructure for exchanging climate knowledge; there
is also a need to develop applications of climate knowledge to improve planning and
management of climate sensitive activities. For climate knowledge to be beneficial to the
community, it is necessary for National Meteorological and Hydrological Services to develop
services mat are accessible and useable by local communities, especially in the areas of
preparedness for drought and improved decision making, taking account of knowledge of
prevailing climate factors.
The development of useful climate services at the local level will depend on the development
of partnerships between the NMS's and the various industry sectors. These interdisciplinary
links will be crucial in the tailoring of climate knowledge and products to meet the special needs
of differing community and industry sector groups. WMO has made particular reference to the
importance of links with user groups in recommendations for establishing National Climate
Programmes to take advantage of developing climate capability.
As I alluded to earlier, the WMO Executive Council (EC) in 1994 recognised that major
advances have been made in understanding climate variability on the seasonal to interannual
timescale. The EC also noted that operational predictions were being made in some countries
and that experimental predictions based on Global Climate Models were also beginning to be
made. The EC requested the President of the Commission for Climatology (CCI) to convene
a Task Force within the framework of the World Climate Applications and Services Programme
to give a lead in the development of a new Climate Prediction Services (CLIPS) project. In
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effect, the President of CCI was being asked how WMO should support the NMS's in their
development of climate prediction services to meet national and regional needs.
Provision of climate prediction services is an area in which Australia, because of its very
variable climate, has a strong interest as well as considerable experience. We recognise the
scientific difficulty of the task and the limited skill levels so far achieved. We have, however,
been publicly issuing routine climate predictions (locally referred to as Seasonal Climate
Outlooks) since June of 1989. Not only does the Australian community have much to gain from
international cooperation in the support and enhancement of climate prediction services but we
do have something to offer to the international community on the basis of our experience. An
important component of that experience is the assessment of users of the services. Dr Roger
Stone of the Queensland Department of Primary Industries, Ms Rae Moran of the Victorian
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources and Mr Gari Bickers of the Electricity
Corporation of New Zealand Limited have generously agreed to participate in this Planning
Meeting and identify requirements of climate prediction services as seen from the perspectives
of land, water and electricity managers respectively.
This Planning Meeting has representatives from countries near to and far from Australia. On
behalf of the Government and the Bureau of Meteorology I extend a warm welcome to you all
to Melbourne for your deliberations. Many, I understand, will be staying on for the TOGA
Scientific Conference so you will get an opportunity to experience some of this city's cultural
attractions. Melbourne claims to be the most livable city in the world based on a range of
social indicators. Whether or not that is quite so, it is true that autumn is usually a good time
to visit. Recent rains mean that the gardens are green and you should enjoy mild weather for
recreation.
In conclusion, I would like to invite all the participants of the Planning Meeting to join with
senior Bureau staff on Wednesday evening between 5.00 pm and 6.00 pm for some hospitality.
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Shaping the CLIPS Project:
A discussion paper for the Meeting
of Experts on Operational Climate
Prediction Services, Melbourne, 28
31 March 1995.

• Climate prediction service: A process where a
supplier provides science-based information about
the future climate that a user can usefully apply.

Reid Basher
National Institute of Water and Atmospheric
Research
Wellington, New Zealand
23 March 1995

• CUPS Project: An international multi-year
project to develop the operational capability
(CLIPS framework) to enable the provision of
climate prediction services.

• CLIPS Framework: The international framework of facilities, technique, data exchange and
collaboration required for the operational
provision of climate prediction services.

There are a number of key ideas here that need
further elaboration.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to raise some issues
and ideas related to operational climate
forecasting, and provide a conceptual frame-work
for the development of the CLIPS project, in
preparation for the above meeting. It is intended
to be selective and thought-provoking rather than
comprehensive and academic. It is, however,
based on hard experience at the user-supplier
interface and in that sense is very authoritative.
It emphasises the user point of view.
The aims of the meeting are:
• To review ongoing activities and plans relating
to operational climate prediction services
(CLIPS);
• To identify needs and recommend activities,
e.g. as a Plan of Action for further development of
such services; and
• To provide advice on how WMO could and
should play a role in these developments.
What do CUPS and CLIPS project mean?
We first need a consensus on what the terms
"CLIPS" and "CLIPS project" should mean, with
succinct written descriptions, so that we can
consistently present attractive, practical concepts
that are clearly distinguished from the plethora
of acronyms that the climate world festoons itself
with.
To distinguish between the project and the
climate prediction services themselves, I will use
the full term climate prediction services for the
services, rather than CLIPS. Also, I will add a
third concept, the "CLIPS framework", as
explained in the following draft definitions:

Chain of processes: The provision of services is
a process in which information flows down, and is
transformed by, a chain of agents from data
acquisition, through analysis and interpretation,
to the user. The main focus is on the ultimate enduser, who applies the prediction information in an
industry. However, at each point of the chain,
there is a supplier agent and a user agent, with
information exchange occurring. Thus, regional or
national interpretive agencies can be seen as
internal users of the higher level services supplied
by specialised international centres.
Information vs prediction: A prediction on its
own is usually of low value unless it is (i) set in the
context of natural variability (i.e. climatology—
more on this later), and (ii) tailored to the users'
needs. The word "information" is used to
emphasise the full needs of the user in respect to
future climate.
CLIPS framework: This is the facilitating
environment, and its development is the primary
focus of the CLIPS Project. Although the actual
provision of services to end-users will be done by
national and local agencies, such as NMHS and
private organisations, this can only be successful if
there exists some international framework,
comprising inter alia:
• WMO-coordinated international agreements on
exchange of data and information products.
• Activities to develop better exchange and
distribution of data, data products and services.
• Activities to develop user-engagement
capability and interpretation skills.
• Capacity building projects for less developed
countries, especially in data exchange and
processing technology, and training in such things
as interpretation.
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• Surveillance of climate prediction science and
liaison with research bodies.
• Activities to assess and promote the value of
climate prediction services to governments and
other users.
The gulf between forecaster and user
It could be said that most climate scientists
know very little about climate prediction services,
i.e. services that can be applied by real users.
They may know a lot about climate processes and
be able to describe how these processes evolve over
time. They may even know a lot about the science
and technology of predicting key future features of
the climate system, such as equatorial sea temperatures or stratospheric winds. Unfortunately,
such features are usually the last thing the user
wants to know, since they do not comprise the
climate factors that affect the user's economic
activity at the user's location. Usually, the closer
one focuses on this activity, the less useful are the
models and predictions. Scientists can proclaim
the wonders of climate prediction, and will be
very well-occupied in work to improve the
computer models and skill scores, but the users
languish away, wondering when they will ever
routinely get anything they can understand,
believe and profitably apply.
Only among a select few, those who inhabit the
frustrating netherworld at the interface between
science and user, is there an understanding of the
primacy of the user and their needs, and of the
complexity of the necessary two-way communication process. A forecast is useless unless used.
The unrecognised power of climatology
By climatology I mean the patterns of means,
variability and spatial variation that can be
established from analysis of long time series.
Now, is the prediction of mean January temperature from climatology really a prediction? The
purist who takes the climatology as given will say
no, and will consider that only anomalies merit
the term "prediction". But from the user's point of
view, the climatology is the first and most
believable prediction of future climate.
Moreover, it is the crucial context within
which the prediction of anomalies may be
understood and applied. A predicted monthly
anomaly of -1°C may be insignificant at 10°C but
highly critical at 1°C, for example. Anomaly
predictions are generally small compared to the
natural variability, and may be considered as a
small "added value" to that of climatology.

Very often, the user does not actually know
what the climatology is. Sometimes even the
climatologist cannot tell; the climatology is not
always a given. Firstly, a key law of climatology
is that there won't be any data where you want
it—the mean temperature at some reference
climate station is not the same as for the user's
farm, factory, city, etc. And secondly, which is
the right climatology to use, the 1950-80 normal?
Or the long term mean? Or perhaps the mean of
the most recent (and noticeably warmer) decade?
Qimatology may be the only information
available for the user in instances when the purist
forecaster will not consider providing prediction
information, such as during those periods when
there is no "skill" in their methods. This has been
a problem with on-again, off-again, ENSO
predictions. When the SOI returns to near zero,
the scientist has nothing to get excited about and
nothing to "predict", leaving the user out in the
cold (the user is usually not even advised of the
tighter distribution of parameters in the sub-set of
non-extreme ENSO cases). Actually, the "shut
down if normal" approach over the fluctuating
1990-95 ENSO episode has, among other things,
advertised to the world how inaccurate our ENSO
climate predictions are. If we cannot get the basic
driving forces right at the global scale, then what
confidence can we have in the prediction of
conditions at the user's local scale?
Uncertain uncertainty
Users also want to know how good the climate
predictions are. Climate forecasters may give a
measure of a prediction's uncertainty, though
typically it will be in a user-unfriendly technical
form, produced as some algorithm-specific
statistic, and can be so large as to be confidenceshattering to most users. Even where correlations
are high (e.g. the 0.7 for Central Pacific rainfall
and SOI), the chances of substantial differences
from the statistically predicted mean are still
substantial. This is a very difficult area for
prediction scientists, both as a scientific problem
and a communication problem.
Climate prediction services must be operational
The American educationalist Dewey once said
that "you learn what you do". In other words, you
have to "do" climate forecasting to get good at it.
Everyone in the chain from the research-level
prediction scientist, to the interpretive scientist,
and to the end-user, has to "do" it, regularly and
routinely, typically on a monthly basis, if the
whole chain is to learn how to do it really well. It
is only with regular activity that all parties
develop the awareness and understanding that
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enable the observed subtle changes in current
climate to be identified, and the tentative
anomaly outlooks to be properly interpreted and
wisely acted upon. As far as users are concerned,
climate prediction information does not have to be
perfect, but it does need to be reliably and tangibly
available, delivered efficiently by organisations
which show they care about how it meets users'
needs.
Part of the climate context that users want to
know about includes a summary of the "recent"
climate, typically last month's climate, and its
relation to last year, and to the climatology. Most
would also like an appraisal of the prediction
provided for the period just passed. How many
climate forecasters actually discuss their
performance for the previous issue? Month by
month information on the evolving climate and on
forecast quality are essential to users' selfeducation and to a proper appreciation of the
climate prediction service information received.
Engaged or merely oriented?
Communication up and down the information
chain is an essential and critical feature of a
mature climate prediction system. The user has to
be "engaged" in the development and operation of
the services, in a partnership that benefits both
supplier and user. Many suppliers claim to be useroriented, which is a good starting stance.
However, to date, most emphasis has been on the
downward channel, e.g. "raise awareness of
decision-makers of the nature and value of climate
forecasts" (i.e tell 'em the good news, with a view
to giving us scientists more money to do what we
want to do). Generally there has been very little
concern with the upward channel. Even where
feedback has been sought, it usually has been to
examine the effectiveness of prediction services
made available by scientists, rather than as a
partnership to design and develop information
systems that serve user needs. This follows the
decades-old tradition of meteorological services,
funded by taxes on users, deciding on behalf of users
what they need and will receive.
Selective needs, selective payoff
Users have very selective information needs,
related to the specifics of their industry's
sensitivities. These include the transitions
between states (e.g. monsoon arrival), the
likelihood of extremes (heat waves, flooding
rains, etc), and the expected variability (relative
occurrence of different weather regimes).
Australian experience is that farmers want ENSOrelated rainfall information in probability terms,
and this is now what is supplied. However, in

many parts of the world, there remains a tendency
to predict the anomalies in the means, with little
attention to variability or extremes.
Likewise, the payoff for climate prediction
services is also very selective. This is because of,
firstly, the above mentioned selective user
sensitivity, and secondly, the selective climate
predictability. The skill for predicting rainfall on
the basis of the SOI may be poor for the globe as a
whole, but can be very high for a specific location
during a specific season. The value of climate
prediction services is therefore dominated by a
relatively small selection of specific circumstances. The lesson is therefore to seek out these
selective situations, and to not waste time on grand
comprehensive application of climate prediction.
Who does it (CLIPS)?
Currently, there is a great deal of activity in a
number of countries that is ripe for building upon
and coordinating into an effective CLIPS project.
The effort being put in depends largely on the
country's (i) climate sensitivity, (ii) national
scientific and economic capacity. ENSO-affected
countries, mainly around the Pacific basin, are
very active. Specifics will be brought out at the
meeting by participants.
Philosophy, politics, promotion and policy
I have already stressed the concept of user
engagement as a principal point of philosophy.
Irrespective of where one's institution or interests
lie in the chain from data to user, this principle
must be seen as paramount.
A second point is that we must persistently (and
accurately) assert the value of climate prediction
services in appropriate venues. A key feature of
all advertising is that if you say something often
enough, people will believe it. On the question of
the value of climate prediction services, the GCOS
Working Group on Socio-Economic Benefits is
undertaking studies and will provide us with some
leads. Such information can be very useful,
especially to rank the merits of climate prediction
services against traditional meteorological
activities, or against other political priorities.
At the same time, we should not be seduced into
thinking that hard "facts" about value are going
to be essential to progressing the CLIPS project. In
addition to the difficulty in obtaining quality
estimates, there is the fact that most decisionmaking at a political level has to be made largely
on non-quantitative information. This might
bother a scientist, but it doesn't bother a
politician, since it is their job to make such value-
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dependent decisions. The important question then
is whether or not there is a widespread perception
that there is value in climate forecasting. If the
perception is that we want to keep developing the
scientific methods without producing useful
deliverables, or that we cannot produce usefully
accurate deliverables, then we will not get the
support we need.
Another critical point is to distinguish between
large scale public benefits, which can justify public
funding, and smaller scale private benefits, which
users might be expected to pay for. Fortunately,
most governments still retain the belief that large
scale public benefits will only be achieved if they
lead and fund them. Most of the CUPS
infrastructure needed falls into this category.
In many countries there is a trend for governments to exit responsibility for providing services
to the private market. Some end-user climate
prediction services may shift to the private
market in future. This will be very dependent on
individual countries policies. In an open market,
private suppliers can be expected to operate more
efficiently. Furthermore, in order to survive they
will more quickly engage with users to better
identify and satisfy user's needs. They will, of
course, need access to the publicly funded CLIPS
information infrastructure.
It is important to establish a clear appreciation
of the different roles of the various agencies in the
chain of services, from top-level science agency to
private user, and of the relevant governing bodies.
Promotion has to focus on those agencies that have
power to decide and implement the CLIPS project.
Special attention will be needed for the less
developed and small countries, to obtain sufficient
aid support and to ensure that development
projects are well-designed and actually achieve
their goals. In climate forecasting, we are
mutually dependent and therefore must be
mutually supportive.
Finally, the application of new technology,
especially electronic data transfer via the GTS
and internet, is an important opportunity to
consider. Some agencies (e.g. CAC, BoM) are
already moving in this direction. There are two
main advantages to be gained from electronic data
transfer: low cost, and timeliness, both of which
are critical to effective climate prediction
services.
Plan of Action for CLIPS Project
Most of us typically think in the scientist's
logical top-down way: i.e. from scientific method

—> data —> analysis and interpretation —>
operational implementation —> end-user. But if
we are really establishing the CLIPS Project for
practical benefits to users, then we should try to
start with the users (albeit mindful of what we
already know about the science and technology.)
On this basis I propose that the following set of
features for the CLIPS Framework. They are in
user-oriented order, and could be used as the basis
for our planned strategy.
1 User engagement: Assert principle of a userorientation, user driven system; hence of userengagement in design, development, and operation.
Develop skills in user liaison and feedback.
2 Economic/political context: Recognise the
variety of political and economic systems, in the
funding, development and operation of climate
prediction services. Systematically promote the
system and its value. Recognise the "selectivity"
principle.
3 Practical systems: Identify and enhance
practical methods, e.g. document and disseminate
methodologies and successes, undertake
demonstration projects, improve technical means of
communication.
4 Interpretation and communication skills:
Emphasise importance of the processes and skills
of interpretation and communication; scientific
content, presentation style, language, and
distribution channels.
5 Exchange of data and products: Identify and
arrange for routine exchange of needed data,
information products and related high-level
advice.
6 Science surveillance: Maintain ongoing
surveillance of developments in prediction science
and technologies.
7 Leadership and coordination: Ensure
infrastructure exists for leadership and
coordination, at international, regional and
national scales.
The table over page is an attempt to
summarise the current state of the CLIPS
framework in terms of the above seven points
(with a score out of ten for how well developed
each is in my judgement), along with possible
actions to advance the CLIPS Project.
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Summary of current state of CLIPS Framework and suggested actions required

Feature

Current state

Score

Action required

1 User engagement:

Top-down system, largely driven by
suppliers. Some user feedback, but
almost no user engagement. Many
potential users unaware or ill
informed.

2/10

Clarify what the concept
means. Identify and
publicise cases of successful
user engagement. Organise
sectorial workshops.

3/10
2 Economic/political Promotion at an international and to
lesser degree national level has begun.
context:
Little knowledge of different selective
contexts and selective payoff
potential. Less developed countries
needs acknowledged. Involvement of
private market negligible.

Enhance existing international and national efforts.
Develop and disseminate
information materials on
services where selectively
effective.

3 Practical systems

Many countries have valuable
4/10
practical experience in the provision of
services, though few case examples
have been documented. Applications
are not well developed.

4 Interpretation and A difficult area that has not had
communication skills adequate attention, largely because
services are top-down and science
oriented, and because there is not a
paying market for the products.

Document and disseminate
case examples and successful
practical methods. Promote
development of application
methods.

1/10

Develop and implement
training seminars, not just on
scientific interpretation, but
also on communication and
user engagement skills.

5 Exchange of data
and products

NMHS and scientists generally have
done well at freely providing
information, although systems are
rather ad hoc. Good potential
capability based on existing systems
for weather data exchange.

7/10

Liaise with and implement
necessary improvements
though existing bodies in
WMO. Develop use of
electronic networks.

6 Science
surveillance

Surveillance of prediction science is
good, but that of user sensitivity and
impacts and applications is
inadequate.

5/10

Summarise science needs and
develop links with those
bodies already dealing
with these.

7 Leadership and
coordination

Embryonic at present but being strongly 7/10
developed by WMO and other scienceoriented groups. The necessary
infrastructure is available, e.g.
through WMO.

Establish high level body
in WMO to support CLIPS
Project, plus ad hoc steering
group under WCASP.
Encourage informal
networks of practitioners.

To Sum Up
We (at QDPI) are both users and producers of climate forecast
information
and suggest partitioning climate forecasts into Targeted'
and 'General' information types
we see some value in both information types (but suggest
Targeted, Integrated, Climate Forecasting has the most potential value)
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we believe objective forecast systems are the most useful
in addressing Government policy issues (e.g. drought-relief policy)
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objective forecast systems have certainly been useful in
the development of decision-support systems
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suggest effective development and use of seasonal forecasts
requires a local (regional) 'champion'
suggest effective development and use of seasonal forecasts
requires effort to provide users with ownership of the climate
forecasting process (almost from the outset of setting-up a c/f
service)
Roger Stone Qld Dept of Primary Industries
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WMO CLIMATE PREDICTION SERVICES, MELBOURNE 28 MARCH 1995
CLIMATE PREDICTION SERVICES &THE WATER INDUSTRY
Rae Moran - Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Victoria
INTRODUCTION
Overview -

context in which today's water managers operate their systems;
some of the issues that they face in operating their systems;
consider how forecasts could be used in managing their supply systems;
what sort of forecasts would be of most use;
barriers to the use of forecasts.

Concentrating on the use of forecasts in relation to water management in urban supply
systems in drought periods.
Basis is experience in the Victorian water sector - not atypical of trends in many other
places.
CONTEXT FOR MANAGING SUPPLY SYSTEMS
in Victoria (and it is a trend that is occurring in other Australian states and worldwide),
water authorities have recently been made commercial operations .
because of this commercial focus, in dealing with climatic variability, today's water
managers have two fundamentally conflicting motives - on the one hand they want to be
relatively conservative with supplies so that they don't run out of water - there are high
costs associated with doing this in an urban setting; also conservation of the resource is
felt to be a good thing. On the other hand, they want to maximise their revenue by
maximising water sales. So any information that will help them know how much
water they can safely sell, is of benefit.
it is also important to recognise that financial pressures and pressures from the
environmental lobby have made it more difficult to build new storages; consequently,
systems are being operated more efficiently, - i.e. they tend to be operated closer to their
limits in terms of system yield.
many authorities have also introduced successful demand management programs, which
means that their customers are becoming more conservative water users. As a
consequence, the savings achieved by introducing restrictions on water use will be less
than they were previously, as there is less fat in the system.
supply systems in general are therefore becoming more vulnerable to drought.
there is therefore an increasing need for more efficient system operation.
KEY VARIABLES
the two variables of prime concern to a water manager are supply (inflows to their
systems/groundwater levels) and demand. If water managers can predict, with reasonable
certainty what their supply situation is likely to be, and what the expected demands on the
system are likely to be, then they can manage their systems more efficiently
the major predictor variable for system inflows is rainfall; and both temperature and
rainfall influence demands.
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there is therefore obvious scope for use of climate forecasts in managing supply systems however, it is also important to realise that, whatever the uncertainty associated with a
climate forecast, there is further uncertainty introduced in translating these forecasts into
the impacts on system inflows and demands.
HOW FORECASTS CAN BE USED IN DROUGHT RESPONSE
There are two basic ways in which an authority can respond to drought the staged response is the one most commonly used - where a series of increasingly
severe demand reduction and/or supply augmentation measures are phased in as the supply
situation worsens. This type of response is essentially an incremental response to
current conditions, with some (generally qualitative) consideration being given to the
short term outlook.
the probabilistic response is a more sophisticated approach to drought response. An
assessment is made at the outset of the probabilities of water supply deficits of varying
degrees of severity over a longer planning horizon. Then some specific deficit level is
selected (e.g. the most likely deficit), and this deficit is then matched with a corresponding
action plan designed to deal with it at minimum cost.
A probabilistic response is potentially more efficient than a staged response - as the
actions can be tailored right from the start to the level of the expected supply deficit.
However, for this approach to work successfully, fairly accurate forecasts of supply
deficits are required, because there are high costs associated with running out of water.
There can also be significant benefits foregone if you get more water than expected - this
is particularly the case in the rural water sector, where irrigators may cut back on planting
in response to a forecast of dry conditions..
because of the considerable uncertainty associated with the seasonal forecasts, and the
further uncertainty introduced in translating them into predicted system inflows and
demands, the more conservative staged/incremental response is therefore likely to continue
to be the approach used in the short term.
USE OF FORECASTS IN A STAGED RESPONSE FRAMEWORK
authorities have been provided with a 6 step framework for developing a staged DRP. As
part of these plans they are to include a system for monitoring the early warning signs
of drought and system status. Many authorities have not done this well in the past, and
we have suggested that they should make use of the BM's seasonal forecasts.
we are also recommending that they develop some sort of triggering mechanisms to assist
them in deciding when to implement the various stages of response. This provides a
useful degree of objectivity in an emergency situation.
these triggers for drought response can be based on system conditions such as storage
levels, inflows, groundwater levels; they can be based on climatic variables, including
forecast rainfall, or on some climatically based index; or they can also be based more
directly on some sort of water shortage index developed specifically for the system.
These triggers for staged response can be mandatory - where you automatically implement
a particular response when you reach a specified situation; or discretionary - where a
certain action is suggested by the status of a trigger variable, but a final decision is made
only after taking other factors into consideration, such as seasonal forecasts.
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currently most authorities in Victoria use storage levels as their major trigger variables.
While many now subscribe to the BM's seasonal forecasts, they only use the information
in a qualitative sense in making decisions about system operation. None have formally
incorporated the information contained in the forecasts into their triggering variables for
the various stages of drought response.
QUESTIONS
In making decisions about drought response, the sorts of questions that need to be
answered are:
what is the expected storage level in 3 months time, given the storage is at present
60% full and that we have had low flows over the past few months?
what is the probability that next month's inflows will be less than 30 ML?
what level of demands can be satisfied such that there is only a 10% chance of the
storage being less than half full in 3 months time?
what is the probability that Level 1 restrictions will need to be imposed within the
nest 3 months?
if level 1 restrictions are not imposed this month, what is the probability that
Level 2 restrictions will need to be imposed nest month?
FORECASTING
In terms of answering these sorts of questions, where some sort of quantitative technique
is currently used, it is based on flow frequency distributions.
e.g. one consultant in Victoria has recently developed a forecasting approach for one of
the regional water authorities which is based on determining a probability distribution for
historical system inflows (using with all available data or a sub-set selected on the basis of
antecedent conditions, if these are shown to be a useful predictive tool for future inflows).
This distribution is then used as to predict the likely distribution of future system inflows
(and demands) and then these inflows are run through a system model to come up with a
range of likely scenarios for system storages.
there is obvious scope for building seasonal forecasts into this type of approach., instead
of relying solely on flow frequency distributions.
a similar type of approach has been used by rural water authorities in determining
irrigation allocations for many years.
In terms of irrigation allocations, in Victoria, the basic volume available to a holding is
known as the water right, and this is essentially available in all years (i.e. has about a
98% security). In addition, in nearly all years additional water is available as a 'sales'
allocation, which is based on the current volumes in storage and forecast inflows.
Because allocations are not reduced after being announced, the forecast of inflows is
normally fairly conservative - e.g. they might assume future inflows will be at flow levels
that are exceeded 98% of the time - i.e. relatively dry conditions are presumed until
experience proves otherwise. The allocations are progressively reviewed throughout the
irrigation season, and increased when actual inflows are greater than those forecast. Thus,
this system of allocation effectively includes a form of drought planning.
so again, there is scope for utilising forecasts in this process of allocating sales water.
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BARRIERS TO USE OF FORECASTS
while there is considerable scope for the use of climate forecasts in water management
decisions, this is not yet happening - except perhaps in a qualitative sense. There are a
number of reasons why this is the case.
Firstly, (urban) water managers are conservative - there are high costs associated with
running out of water and water mangers have been running their systems in particular
ways for many years to ensure that this doesn't happen. They have established
operational rules that they know will work - even if they aren't perhaps the most efficient
way of operating the system.
Secondly, water managers - at least in Victoria - have only relatively recently been put in
the position where financial realities mean that their systems are less secure than they were
in the past and that they now need to look at operating their systems more efficiently.
Thirdly, again at least in Victoria, we have had, until recently, a large number of small
water authorities which did not have the technical skills necessary for sophisticated system
operation. Fortunately this has changed as the number of authorities has been reduced
from over 300 in 1982/83 to over 100 in 1992, to 18 in 1995. These larger authorities
are just beginning to acquire the necessary risk management skills.
Then there is the uncertainty associated with the forecasts - and in translating them into
predicted system inflows and demands.
It's difficult to say how accurate the forecasts would need to be before they were routinely
incorporated formally into water management decisions. There is a need for some
published material on the accuracy of the forecasts. It also would be useful to undertake
some case studies to look and the benefits and costs associated with more formal
incorporation of forecast information into operational decisions.
TYPES OF FORECAST THAT WOULD BE OF MOST USE
Unfortunately, the types of forecasts would be of most use to water managers are the ones
that are currently the most difficult to do well.
Ideally, managers of supply systems that have storages that fill and empty in a single year,
would like to know at the beginning of summer (say around December), what the inflows
in their particular catchment area will be over the winter/spring period, so that they can
decide whether to be conservative with supplies, or make maximum use of them in the
expectation that storages will fill over the winter/spring period. So it would be useful to
have accurate catchment scale rainfall predictions over these about 6-9 months.
By the time you get to say July/Aug/Sept, when the seasonal forecasts become more
accurate - if it is going to be dry, much of the damage has already been done, and the
storages simply wont fill. However, the forecasts at this time are of use in alerting
authorities to the possibility of a drought and the need to prepare to implement their
DRPs.
For authorities having multi-year carry-over storages (Melbourne Water for example has
about 3 years supply in storage), longer period forecasts (say 1-2 years) would be of
more use. However, with multi-year storages, the costs associated wim making a wrong
decision on the basis of a bad forecast would be considerable - if expected inflows did not
eventuate, storages could be put in a position from which they could possibly never recover.
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With pay-for-use pricing systems in place, good monthly temperature predictions would
also be of assistance in deriving monthly revenue projections (which impact on capital
works programs).
OTHER USES FOR FORECASTS
Other potential uses of forecasts:
irrigation releases form storages;
scheduling of environmental releases from storages (e.g. flooding wetlands);
determining necessary flood storage capacity in storages;
determining appropriate wastewater flows - if low flow period and have
wastewater discharge going into a stream, results in higher potential for algal
blooms.
CONCLUSION
accurate seasonal and longer period forecasts have considerable potential for improved
management of water resources;
in the short term we expect to see more water authorities using seasonal forecasts than has
been the case in the past - at least in a qualitative fashion - in making decisions about
when to implement the various stages of a Drought Response Plan.
in the longer term, particularly if the accuracy of the forecasts improves, there is scope
for the forecasts to be incorporated more formally into operational decisions, and perhaps
for authorities to adopt a probabilistic approach to drought response.
if it can be demonstrated through a number of case studies that there are real benefits to
be gained from using these forecasts in this way, and confidence in them increases, then
they are likely to become more widely used.
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Climate Prediction Services & Electricity Generation
Electricity in the Energy Sector
Electricity is a major source of energy within the non transport energy sector,
New Zealand 50%.
Society, Commerce, and Industry assume electricity is a continuous
reliable product and base investment decisions upon this assumption.
While the electricity industry is typically large on a national scale,
failure to meet electricity demand will have a much larger impact upon
GDP than poor performance within the sector itself.
Impact of Climate on Electricity Generation and Reservoir Management

Short term forecasts of temperature are used in the preparation of electricity demand
forecasts. Predictions of cloud cover is also used in some instances.
In a hydro generation system the possibility exists to enhance short
term forecasts of tributary inflows.
The management of inflow uncertainty by hydro electric generators
is based upon historic records of inflows, with the general assumption
that the variability within such records allows future inflow uncertainty
to be managed.
The uncertainty of long range forecasts is a barrier to including
such forecasts into long term hydro reservoir management philosophies
or decisions.
The penalty for customers of hydro electric utilities is high if future
inflows turn out to be insufficient to meet demand.
Communication

The audience for forecast material is diverse, management who need to be convinced
of investment decisions, professionals who integrate forecasts into existing short term
electricity operating systems and reservoir management philosophies, and electricity
system operators and reservoir managers who need to be satisfied model results are
realistic.
Credibility with commentators, eg media

* Presented by Mr Gary Bickers, Wellington, New Zealand
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. Value of Investment
Currently there is a low level of expenditure on meteorological forecasts, expect to at
least save this level of expenditure in fuel cost savings.
• Normal investment criteria requires high certainty of pay back.
• Research ? Much greater uncertainty => Bigger pay back on some projects to compensate for those which do not produce benefits.
Can the electricity industry afford not to expand their investment
in forecasting services, has the electricity industry sufficient information
or expertise to assess the appropriate level of expenditure?
• Future
Greater industry influence on products? The incorporation of further metrological
forecast developments competes with other initiatives within the industry, not the
least of which is industry restructuring.
Greater understanding of possible products and benefits.
Who pays ?
Backdrop of greater volatility - climate change? Is this going to reduce the value
of current knowledge?

APPENOIX 8
EXAMPLE OF PRODUCTS FROM ACMAD AND DMC'S

The prospects for the 1994/95 rainfall season over southern Africa
Issued: 4 October 1994
( DMC1 & REWU2)
Background
The rainfall over southern Africa does in general exhibit great interannual variability which is now
known to be largely modulated by ocean-atmosphere phenomena. Good seasons over southern
Africa are usually associated with an active and persistent Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)
supported by periodic troughs rooted in frontal systems traversing the southernmost areas of the
subcontinent. On the other hand, a predominance of subsident airflow emanating from
subtropical anticyclones across the subregion often results in poor seasons. The interaction of
the atmosphere with oceans results in climate variability across many regions of the globe, and
often what happens in one part of the globe can be used as an indicator of what will happen
elsewhere. In this issue, the rainfall prospects over southern Africa during the 1994-95 rainy
season are assessed based on the current state of the Southern Oscillation, sea surface
temperature patterns, wind anomalies at upper levels of the atmosphere, the behaviour of the
sub-tropical anticyclones and the ITCZ.
El Nino - Southern Oscillation
The Southern Oscillation is a see-saw in atmospheric pressure variation across the Pacific Ocean,
which occurs at irregular intervals of 3 to 10 years. The phase of the oscillation is indicated by
an index ( Southern Oscillation Index-SOl) which is the standardized difference in mean sea level
pressure between Tahiti in the western Pacific and Darwin near Australia. A negative index (low
phase) implies anomalously high pressure over Darwin and/or anomalously low pressure over
Tahiti, a situation that tends to support warming in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific (El
Nino). Because of the close association between the El Nino and the Southern Oscillation, the
two phenomena are jointly referred to as El Nino - Southern Oscillation (ENSO) episodes. A
warm ENSO episode (negative SOI) leads to a shift in the rainfall belts across the globe, and can
result in rainfall anomalies over southern Africa. However, the impact of ENSO on the rainfall
over southern Africa is also modulated by other regional factors such as the sea surface
temperature regime in the central equatorial and the southwest Indian Ocean.
Since 1990, the SOI has largely remained negative, (see figure 1) and the rainfall pattern over
the same period has been generally poor across the subregion (the SOI rarely stays negative
for so long). The values of the SOI during the months June to September and the rate of change
between successive months allow some useful preliminary assessment of the prospects of the
coming rainy season over southern Africa. SOI values around -1.5 or below, and rapidly falling
are of particular concern. During 1994, the SOI has largely remained negative, with SOI values

1

2

Drought Monitoring Centre (WMO/UNDP Project)

Regional Early Warning Unit for Food Security
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falling from near zero during January to reach -1.8 during July and August, and -1.5 in
September. Figure 2 shows the 1994 SOI trend compared with 1982 and 1991, previous drought
years.
Furthermore, according to the CAC-Washington, there are model indications that a moderate El
Nino may evolve later on in the year. Most of the atmospheric and oceanic trends indicate that
warm episode conditions are returning to the
tropical Pacific. Features that support this • ^ ^ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ^
conclusion include: the gradual eastward shift in
recent months of the warmest equatorial water
(greater than 30° C) to a position near the date
BOTTOM LINE
line; an increase in SST anomalies in the central
equatorial Pacific; a strongly negative SOI over
the last couple of months; weaker than normal
» A moderate El Niiio may evolve
low-level easterlies in the central and western
equatorial Pacific; a deepening oceanic
» There is still need for judicious water
thermocline in the central equatorial Pacific and a
management
weakening of the eastern equatorial Pacific cold
» The SOI trend has to reverse significantly
tongue. These features are usually precursors of
warm ENSO episodes. In the oceans around
Southern Africa, SSTs in the northern half of the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Indian ocean have been warmer than usual since
the beginning of the year. If this body of anomalously warm water in the northern half of the
Indian ocean persists into early 1995, the implications are that good rains will favour northern
Zambia, northern Malawi, northern Mozambique and Tanzania, particularly during the second half
of the season, as the ITCZ tends to be enhanced by warm parts of the Indian ocean.
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Figure 2:1994 SOI pattern compared to 1982 and 1991.

The implications of the current negative SOI and the trend towards a moderate El Nino are that
the prospects for rains across southern Zambia, Zimbabwe, central and south Mozambique,
Botswana, Swaziland, Lesotho and South Africa during 1994-95 are relatively poor, particularly
in the second half of the season.
Upper level winds
Upper level (200 hPa) wind anomalies over southern Africa during winter seem to contain an
important signal for the performance of the forthcoming rainy season over the region. The mean
upper level winter (June-July-August) circulation anomaly patterns are virtually opposite for the
wet and dry summer commencing in November. Futhermore, the winter circulation anomaly
pattern is generally in antiphase to the following summer anomaly pattern. If the winter anomaly
pattern at 200 hPa over southern Africa is cyclonic, the following summer tends to be dominated
by an anticyclonic anomaly airflow, a situation supportive of convective activity. A 200 hPa
anticyclonic winter anomaly pattern would suggest a dry following summer.
The 200 hPa wind anomalies over southern Africa during June and July have been largely
anticyclonic, becoming weakly cyclonic by August, which suggests a mixed pattern in the rainfall
pattern as the season progresses.
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Sub-tropical Anticyclones
The existence of two semi-permanent sub-tropical surface anticyclones at about 30°S latitude
is a key feature of the climate of southern Africa. These anticyclones have to start weakening
about September/October as heat lows form to the west of the subcontinent. No unusual
behaviour has been noted in these features during September, which could imply a good start
of the rains in most countries of southern Africa.

The Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)
The main rain-producing system in the region, the
ITCZ, migrates to the north in winter. Its
behaviour during the northern summer is
significant in the timing of the onset of the rains
during the southern summer. An intensely active
ITCZ during northern summer, particularly towards
the end of the season, as was the case this year,
tends to support a normal onset of rains in the
southern African region, provided the heat
induced lows are sustained over
Botswana/Namibia during October. Figure 3
shows the normal surface wind pattern and the
average position of the ITCZ (continuous line
north of the equator) and the Congo Air Boundary
(double broken line) for September. During
Sepember 1994, the Congo Air Boundary which
links into the ITCZ was observed to be quite
active and in its normal climatological position, a
situation conducive to a good onset of the rains in
most countries of the subregion.

Figure 3: The normal TTCT. position and mean turf ace wind
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Outlook
The current SOI trend and the preliminary model forecasts suggest a high probability of a
moderate El Nino evolving, which merits attention and closer monitoring. The 1994-95 rainfall
pattern is likely to be mixed, with the early part of the season receiving near normal rains and the
rains becoming more erratic from about December onwards. However, northernmost countries
are at this stage expected to receive near normal rainfall.
Updates on the climatological prospects and the agroeconomic impacts for the season will be issued in the DMC's
"Ten Day Drought Watch" and REWU's "Agmei Update" bulletins as more information becomes available.

NOTE
This assessment is based on a careful sysnthesis of
research findings at the DMC and elsewhere,
observational data and reports from allied regional
and international institutions. Only modest skill
should be expected in the outlook.

Drought Monitoring Centre
WMOIVNDP Project RAF/88/044
P.O. Box BE150
Belvedere, Harare
Zimbabwe. TeL/fax. 263(4)-733156
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Ten Day Drought Watch
for
Southern Africa
Drought Monitoring Centre
(Harare)
Brief NoJ/94

Period: 20 - 30 November 1994
Issued: 7 December 1994
Synoptic and Rainfall Review
During the last ten days of November, the mean
sea level pressure pattern across the subregion
oscillated between highs and lows, with the
former being the more predominant. The upper
level circulation pattern was also predominantly
anticyclonic although at times the anticyclone
broke down making way for occasional rains.
Fig. 1 shows the wind circulation pattern at the
500 hPa which typified periods when the bulk
of the northern half of southern Africa was
fairly wet. The sections that follow discuss the
rainfall situation to date in the SADC countries
and fig. 2 shows the areal extent of the
moderate and severe deficits.
Botswana... sizable deficits continue
The failure of the early November rains to get
fully established has resulted in moderate to
severe rainfall deficits over the western and
southern areas of Botswana. Only a small
transect to the northeast from Mahalapye to
Kasane had received near- to above normal
rains by the end of November. Areas around
Gaborone, to the southeast of the country, had
by 30 November received only 17% of their
normal expected rainfall.
Malawi... severe deficits to the south
As a result of the patchy start of the 1994-95

igure 1: The mean atmospheric circulation pattern at the
500 hPa level typical of wet episodes duirng late
November.

rains across much of Malawi, severe
cumulative seasonal rainfall deficits were
experienced in the southern and extreme
northern areas of Malawi as at 30 November.
Makanga, Mimosa and Chileka, to the south of
the country had by 3 0 November received
about 17 to 2 3 % of their normal expected
seasonal rainfall. In the central districts, the
cumulative rainfall totals have been close to
normal.
Mozambique... poor rains to the north
Seasonal rainfall deficits in central and northern
Mozambique continued to soar as a protracted
dry spell gripped a large section of the

DMC - Harare

WMO/UNDP Project RAF/88/044
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DROUGHT RISK AREAS
1 Oct. - 30 Nov. '94

RAINFALL ANOHALIES
1 Oct. - 38 Nov. '94
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Figure 2: Areal extent of rainfall cumulative rainfall anomalies (1 Oct. to 30 Nov. 1994) over SADC countries. Moderate deficits
(0.4 to 0.9 std. dev. be/ow normal). Severe deficits (> 0.9 std. dev. below normal). Drought risk areas are mapped on the basis
of the climatological progress of the season.

subregion throughout November. Nampula, to
the north of the country, had by 3 0 November
received
below 2 7 % of normal expected
rainfall. However, to the s o u t h , normal to above
normal rains had been received by the end of
the last ten day period of November.
Zimbabwe... deficits continue to climb..
Severe rainfall deficits continued to climb up
across
the
Zimbabwean
provinces
of
Manicaland, the Midlands and Matabeleland
north and south, as little or no significant rain
was received during the last ten days of
November. Areas around Gweru and K w e k w e
in the Midlands province had by the end of
November received below 4 5 % of their normal
expected rainfall. To the north of the country,
despite the prolonged dry spell, the cumulative
seasonal rainfall received as of 3 0 November is
near normal.
Lesotho...
unabated

severe

rainfall

deficits

persist

Little or no rain was received across much of

Lesotho during the last ten day period of
November, worsening the seasonal rainfall
deficits the country has been experiencing since
September.
Zambia... more rains needed

countrywide

As little as 2 6 % of normal expected seasonal
rainfall had been received in n o r t h w e s t Zambia
by 3 0 November. Severe deficits were also
being experienced to the south of the country,
where areas around Lusaka/Kabwe had by the
end of November received less than 4 0 % of
their normal expected rainfall. In the central and
southwestern districts of the country, the
situation remained near normal.
Tanzania.. mixed rainfall

pattern

The rains to the northwest and eastern sections
of Tanzania remained near normal as of 3 0
November. However, moderate cumulative
seasonal deficits were experienced in some
central districts, whereas areas to the south
around Mbeya were experiencing
severe
deficits.
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Summary forecast

Seasonal forecast update... the SOI eases to 0.7, whereas warming in the western equatorial
Pacific continues unabated..

The observed trend in the oceanic and
atmospheric indicators during November and
the preceding months do not in any way
suggest a return to normal conditions as yet.
The probability for low and erratic rains during
the 1994-95 season across Lesotho, southern
Malawi, southern Zambia, central and southern
Mozambique, Swaziland, Botswana
and
Zimbabwe remain high. However, if the
normalization in the sea surface temperatures of
the Indian ocean continues, the anticipated
rainfall deficits in these areas should be
minimized.

The preliminary Southern Oscillation Index (SOI)
for November was -0.7, which is a significant
reversal in the trend of the oscillation since
October. However, the observed reversal in the
SOI over the last two months is not without
precedent. During 1991, a similar reversal in
the pattern was also observed over the period
October to November. However, it became
increasingly negative thereafter. In the past, it
has been observed that a sudden big reversal of
the SOI trend from very negative to near zero
>t
or positive, can break a drought cycle or reduce 1
the chances of a major drought over southern
In the more immediate future, the main
Africa as long as the reversal is sustained
,_» rajnbearing system, the ITCZ is expected to
through the following months and other f a c t c l | | |1 1p,p l l b n t i n u e drifting southwards with its activity
are favourable.
»
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AFRICA

CLIMATE WATCH AND PREDICTION FOR AFRICA

f AFRICAN CEhTTRB OP METEOROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS-FOR DEVI.-LOPMKNT - ACM AD
Issue n : QQ2

Ml>'}!^ AUGUST

3
I

1994

GENERAL CLIMATIC SITUATION IN JULY 1994
The Azores high maintained the same mean Central value of
(1027 hPa) and mean Centre position of 35°N, 41°W as the
climatological mean values for the month. The Indian monsoon
trough extended up to South Sudan and was maintained through out.
The Congo trough was generally weak and extended up to north
Angola on most occas&ions.(1), (6).
The average position or the ITD was 20*N with an average
maximum position of 22° N over western Sahara and Mali and a
minimum position of 16°N over Chad.
The African Easterly Jet
latitude i7°N.(l)
The St.
extended over
the ridge of
African ridge

(AEJ) laid> on the mean, along

Helena high was generally intense with its ridge
the coastal areas of Gulf of Guinea and joined with
the Azores during the second decade. The East
remained generally intense. (1)

The active rain-belt was between latitude 08°N and 20°N ovor
West Africa and over north Zaire, Uganda, south Sudan, Chad,
north Cameroon, Central African Republic and Ethiopia. The
rainfall over Sahel was generally above current normal with
values also greater than those pf .last year. Rainfalls were above
normal in Central Africa, Ethiopia, south Sudan, Uganda, Lake
Victoria basin and Madagascar. Extreme northwest Africa, western
Kenya and extreme South Africa received near normal rainfall. All
other areas were generally dry. (1), (2), ( 8 ) .
Mean maximum temperatures over West Africa region south of
latitude 10°N range from 27-33 6 C, while mean max temperatures of
above 46°C were observed over extreme north Sahel (north of
latitude 21°N), north. Sudan and Sahara. Over Central Africa the
mean temperature was 27°C. J^ow minimum temperatures of 08°C to
- 03°C were observed over southern Africa. The values were below
normal over southern Africa and Ethiopia above normal over
extreme north Africa and, normal over aj.1 other regions. (1), (2).
Negative anomalies of Sea Surface Temperatures (SST) were
recorded over the Southern Atlantic extending.from latitude 05°N
to 25 P S and from l6°E to 25°'W and positive anomalies over the
Indian Ocean up to latitude 30 o S.(2).
The outgoing iorigwave Radiation (0LR) over Africa was normal
with negative 'departures over central Chad, Moro;cco, east and
central Ethiopia extending to lake Victoria basin (2),

T.ÛJBbx. 131'S4 NÏA.Y.&Y-Nk&R
Tel: (227Ï 72.31.60 * Fa x: (227^ 72 36 27
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Month AUGUST 7 99 4

OUTLOOK,

SAHEL AMD GULF OF GUINBAN COUNTRIES»
I)

AUGUST XTDt
With the Climatological movement of 03° latitude per month
and normal position of Azores high and intensity of St.Helena
ridge, the ITO is expected to shift to latitude 23*N over Sahel
and Algeria, so .the rainfall belt is expected to reach about
latitude 22°N. 4&jren this movement, we expect a decrease of
x-ainfall over guinea coast regions and an increase over the Sahel
in the month of Auqust. <1}«
II)

AUGUST - SEPTEMBER RAINFALL ANOMALIES*
Negative SST anomalies in the Southern Atlantic and intense
St.Helena ridge will lead to August to September rainfall
anomalies below the 1971 - J990 average for the Guinea coast
countries south of 10°N. Also based on the known negative
correlation of Sahel rainfall with Equatorial and tropical south
Atlantic Sea surface temperature anomalies^, we expect rainfall
anomalies above the 1971 - 1990 average for Sahel. With enhanced
rainfall, temperatures in Sahel and southern Sahara will
gradually reduce to slightly below normal. (1), (3).
EASTERN, SOUTHERN AND CENTRAL AFRICA
Eastern and southern Africa will remain generally drier than
normal while central and western Ethiopia, Uganda, southern
Sudan, lake Victoria basin, coastal areas of eastern Africa are
expected to experience above normal rainfall. North Zaire,
central African countries are expected to experience near normal
rainfalls. (1), (4). .
Temperatures are expected to remain below normal over
southern Africa.: (1), (2).
N.B* Seasonal forecasting is a relatively new but rapidly
developing science. .Studies, suggest that seasonal forecasts with
good skill are possible in many tropical regions. However, at
this stage seasonal forecasting should still be viewed as
experimental, and the' forecasts used only with caution. In view
of this, we would like you to consult the references for further
information and give'us* feedback on your observations and/or
additional references if any. PLEASE INTERACT.
Sources of Information
1) ACMAD (Operational: team)
2) Climate Analysis Centre: Washington (Monthly analysis)
3) Hadley Climate Centre Bracknell (SST correlation to G.bf G)
4) Drought monitoring Centre (Outlook of Eastern/Southern Africa)
5) Meteo'France (% cold cloud duration, decai estimation T)
6) Climate Monitoring Centre Australia (Normals)
7) WMO (CSM/Monthly Bulletin)
8) Agrhyme't (Actual rainfall data over .Sahel)

" P.OJ&ox: 13184 NIAMEY -NÏGBR
Tel: (227W2.31.60
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